Status report / Activity Plan of OBD Task Force

19th Apr., 2017
Mayumi “Sophie” Morimoto (JASIC)
• Develop harmonized OBD GTR by end of 2018*.  
  *Approved on Oct. 2018 IWG and Jan. 2019 GRPE
• No Contracting Party option. (only alternative)
• Create separate GTR for now.  
  *This was recommended by GRPE

* Presented at 17th WLTP IWG in Geneva
• 2 Web meetings were held after the 17th IWG. (21st Feb. and 6th Apr.)

• ACEA and EPPR (IMMA) has raised discussion points to WLTP OBD TF.
  • Demonstration Test Cycle and Test Vehicle
  • Inclusion of OBD Threshold (OTL, criteria) to gtr
  • Change to OBD explanation and IUPR explanation
  • Inclusion of COP and ISC to OBD gtr
  • Definition harmonization with motorcycle, CARB etc.

• TF members agreed to started discussion on the harmonization of definitions, especially on terms which were raised by IMMA. (Since IMMA need them by end of June)
  • Calculated load value, Useful life, Engine misfire, OBD threshold limit, Limp-home, Pending DTC, Confirmed DTC, and Readiness, etc.
OBD TF Road Map & Timeline (Activity Plan)

15th Dec., 2016

Step 1
- Decide Base Regulation R83 <DONE>

Step 2
- Decide Discussion Points

Step 3
- Add/Modify the text

Step 4
- REPEAT Step 2 & 3 until all texts are fixed.

Step 5
- Oct. 2018 IWG Approval
- Jan. 2019 GRPE Approval

21st Feb. & 6th Apr., 2017

Until March of 2018 (Hopefully) Every 2 months
### TF Schedule (Activity Plan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IWG</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4th Task Force meeting will be a face to face meeting.  
It will be held on 2\textsuperscript{nd} of June, right before WLTP IWG at JAMA office in Brussels.  
- Discuss the definitions of terms for OBD gtr.  
- Presentation of EC (TBD) | 10 WLTP #17 | 18-20 WLTP #18 | 5-8 WLTP #19 | XX WLTP #20 | XX WLTP #21 | XX WLTP #22 |
| TF        | TODAY | 15 Web | 21 Web | 6 Web | Face 2 Face | TBD Web | TBD Web ? | TBD Web | TBD Web | Face 2 Face ? |

Thank you very much for your attention.